ADVISORY NOTICE

For immediate release

KGC ENTERS INTO MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH SANTA YSABEL GAMING COMMISSION

(MOHAWK TERRITORY OF KAHNAWAKE – July 15, 2014) – The Kahnawake Gaming Commission (the “KGC”) is pleased to announce that it has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) with the Santa Ysabel Gaming Commission (“SYGC”).

The MOU provides an efficient channel for the exchange of information between the KGC and the SYGC to assist in their respective regulatory functions. The MOU provides that each Commission will provide to the other the fullest possible measure of mutual assistance, subject to governing laws, regulations and internal policies.

This MOU is similar to similar agreements that the KGC has previously signed with online gaming regulatory agencies in other jurisdictions including Antigua, Malta and Alderney.

About Kahnawake

The Mohawk Territory of Kahnawake is a sovereign jurisdiction located just outside Montreal, Quebec, Canada. The Kahnawake Gaming Commission was established in 1996 and has been continuously licensing and regulating online gaming since July, 1999 and poker rooms within the Mohawk Territory of Kahnawake since 2007.

For more information about the Commission, go to: www.gamingcommission.ca.

To contact the Commission, email: info@gamingcommission.ca